
TAKE CONTROL OF
YOUR DATA WITH MEZMO 
TELEMETRY PIPELINE

USE CASES

IMPROVE EFFICIENCY WHILE OPTIMIZING SPEND

Production Engineers across Development, ITOps, and Security use observability data to better 
understand their systems, respond to issues faster, and ultimately provide their users with more 
performant and secure experiences. Digital business, cloud adoption and microservices architectures 
have led to an explosion of data. But while the necessity of observability data is well understood, teams 
struggle to derive value from it. 

Teams across the organization need to easily (and cost-effectively) centralize data from multiple 
sources, transform it to make it more actionable, and route it to various destinations to empower 
everyone with that data to enhance agility, efficiency, and security.

MEZMO TELEMETRY PIPELINE
Mezmo helps organizations better control their observability data to drive actionability. Centralize data from 
various sources, apply out-of-the-box and custom processors to make that data more valuable, and route that 
data to end destinations for further analysis, including Mezmo’s Log Analysis platform.

      COST REDUCTION

Mezmo allows you to manage multiple sources and 
destinations from a single control pane, and you only pay for 
the data you keep and pass downstream. Processors to 
remove low-value fields and sample chatty services help 
reduce data volume to optimize spend without losing 
observable surface area. Log Analysis provides a low-cost 
temporary data store to analyze and take action on log data.  

      DATA TRANSFORMATION

Mezmo allows teams to easily restructure and augment 
data flows to help you optimize how and where you 
consume it. Add multiple destinations to stream data in 
real-time without interrupting critical flows (e.g. to a SIEM). 
Processors transform data into consumable formats for 
each destination, ensuring a seamless experience.  

      AUDIT RISK AND COMPLIANCE 

Mezmo helps transform sensitive data to meet regulatory 
and compliance requirements. Scrub PII data so it is 
compliant when it reaches a SIEM or audit platform. The 
encryption processor masks data while it is in motion, but 
allows for decryption and further analysis when it reaches 
its destination.
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HOW IT WORKS

AGGREGATE FROM 
MANY SOURCES

Gain comprehensive visibility 
by collecting data across 
various streams. Mezmo’s 
out-of-the-box integrations 
across many sources and 
source types make it simple 
to collect any data.

TRANSFORM DATA FOR 
MORE CLARITY

Powerful processors ensure 
data fidelity and compliance, 
all while optimizing to ensure 
you are only routing the 
insights you need, helping 
save on costs.

ROUTE FOR FURTHER 
ANALYSIS OR STORAGE

Stream data to SIEM for further 
analysis, or a data lake for 
compliance. Comprehensive 
intelligent rules optimize data 
flow without increasing 
complexity and IT spend.

Want to see Telemetry Pipeline for yourself? Scan the QR code to 
schedule a demo, or learn more by visiting www.mezmo.com


